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The' next ineeting of the Melbourne Branch will be held in

the Board Room at the offices of the Australian insurance
Employees' Union, 105 Queen Street, Melbourne on Tuesday,
20th April, 1982 at 7.4-5. pm«

Mr Gordon Bryant will be the guest speaker. ' He'-wiii'---give his. r.eB,iniscences as a Labour man,-

Mr Gordon Bryant is best known as the Federal representative
for Wills for 20 years and for his stint aS h member of the '
Cabinet in the V/hitlam Government,

His extra-parliamentary duties have been multifarious.

He, along with Pastor Nicholls, was one" of the founders "-of'
the Aborigines Advancement League. For many years he ' ^
Stimulated and encouraged the Aborigines in Victoria to stand
up in theib own cause. In this he'was successful.' He was '
"•also of course one of the leaders of the anti-Vietnam ¥ar
movement.

Since his retirement from Federal,politics, he has been

active as visiting Fellow to the School of Economics at
La Trobe University and as Chairman of the Northern Metropolitan
Region of TAPE.

Gordon Bryant is well known as a stimulating speaker.

This

will be an interesting evening.

r■

Ti'-iiti
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Dr. Saai M^rrifleld -• how Is he ?

Dr Sam Merrifield was the mainstay of our Society for so
many years that his absence makes a noticeable gap.

Following an operation for kidney trouble in the Royal
Melbourne, Sam is now convalescing in a nursing home.

Provided

all goes according to plan he should be home on the 15th April,
It will be good to see him around and about again.
Death of Joan Curlewis

Joan Curlewis, wife of our executive member Dick, died

suddenly as a result of a cerebral haemorrhage.

Joan was

recording a talk at 3 GR when she was taken ill, 'Recorder*
sends its deepest condolences to Dick on his sudden loss.
The Unveiling of the Eight Hours Monument, Soring Street,

Melbourne, Monday 23rd April. 1906. •

We have much pleasure in giving the photos of the quartette
of officials of the Eight Hours Anniversary Qommittee,

We

sincerely congratulate them and their comrades who are mainly
responsible for the success that has attended their work and

wish them still greater success in the future.
In publishing for the first time the excellent enapshop

taken by Mr Bishop of Collins Street of the unveiling of the
Eight Hours Monument w© think there is a large numter who will
be pleased to have this memento of the occasion. The old
pioneers are easily distinguishable, so also are a dozen of the
moat active workers in favour of reduced working hours.
Prom Victorian Socialist, Melbourne

April 21, 1906,
j

.

(from Dick Curlewis)
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The Socialist (October 24, 1913)
iOR! Mann to J.P, .Jones :
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American Impressiorxg

Writing from- Cleveland on September 5th to the Hoii,J,P. Jones
MLC, Tom Mann gives some interesting impressions.
Cleveland, Friday, September $th, 1913>

•

My Dear John,

I am putting in a series of meetings in the U.S and am gaining
additional experiences. This is the run I at one time thought
we might do together. I am not under anyone's auspices except
my own. I have two meetings here in Cleveland tomorrow. Next

day I go to Sandusk then on to Chicago and so on. 1 intend to
go right on through St.Louis, Kansas, Denver and the West Coast;
am allowing the remainder of the year for it, aiming at reaching
home in December.

The weather has been very hot but it will

soon be tailing off now.
The IWV/ is active here, but not very successful from the

organising standpoint.

The Socialist Party is losing thousands

of members because of its hostility to Direct Action.

The old

Trade Unionists are reactionary and the SLP is hardly a recognised
forces

Debs is under a cloud because he whitewashed the Governor

of Virginia who had fought the miners, and Bill Hayward is
seriously ill with Bright's disease, I think It is,
Sam Gompers is a clever' old reactionary and De Leon is as
he was, but less so.

Andre Tridon, a Frenchman, in New York, has written a good

book on 'New Unionism'.

ist movement.

It gives a good account of the Syndical

The English edition of Patand and Ponget's book on

'How the Revolution was achieved' is a very good one and worth

popularising.

I am fraternally yours.
Tom Mann,
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From Melbourne Sun - 1932

Anti-Boycott Resolution Affirmed

A mass meeting of more than 1»000 members of the Victorian

Printers Operatives' Union at the Oddfellows' Hall last night
affirmed a resolution* carri|6d on May 25* against the attempt

by the Trades Hall Council for political reasons to boycott the
Sun-News Pictorial and The Herald.

The resolution states that

unless the attack is called off, the Union will cancel its

affiliation with the Trades Hall and demand the return within

14 days of JIflOOO lent to the Council.
(from Dick Curlewis)
The Age Compositors' Strike of 1857

("The Golden Age" by Geoffrey Serle; p240- 'Despite the railway
works in the second half of the year, 1858 was notably a year of

suffering; building demand sagged, there was no'major discoveries
of gold and many thousands at last returned from the fields,

vrhich had previously concealed much 'unemployment'. At the
beginning of this economic downturn the newly established
Australian Typographical Circular of January 1, 1858 reported
the following.)
The 'Age' Strike

During the past month the companionship of the Age newspaper
has been out on strike, from declining to accede to a reduction

of 3d per thousand (reduction in the hand setting rate of 1/6d
per thousand).
We regret that the first issue of the Circular has to
chronicle one of these unfortunate collisions, and we cannot but

express the hope that in future its influence will tend to
promote the amicable arrangement of such difficulties before
recourse is had to these voilent-measures.

There can be no
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'many a man has been kept in compulsory idleness by the tyranny
of a trade association whose wife and children were starving at
home* •

The men in their statement, aura up with the following

'The facts of the case are simply these : We have for some time

back been receiving 1/6d per thousand (or 1/6d per hour) which
is considerably under the amount for ell other skilled j.abour in
Melbourne} no consideration being made for our having to labour

at night, in an overheated and unwholesome atmosphere, and also
on the Sabbath, We have not asked for an increase of wages.

Considering the trade is already underpaid, we declined to receive
a etlll lower rate and came from the office.

This is the reason

the Age has appeared in the dilapidated condition it has during
the last fortnight. It now remains for us to say that, with the
arrival of nearly 4,0 compositors (from overseas), and after a
series of interviews with the Age proprietor and the printer -

the former being willing for the hands to go in at the old price,
the latter objecting (showing the power of the old-time printer
which' is very different from today), the compositors saw no

prospect of a speedy closing of the strike but by accepting the
reduction. This was accordingly done, many of the hands, of
course, having sacrificed their frameat Throughout the atrik©
the greatest Unanimity prevailed',
from Dick Curlewis

*(the box of type was placed on the frames - the overseas comps
would have replaced the usual comps who would have gone back to

dising the types back into the boxes).
Victorian Land Convention of 1857

(The Land Convention, for at least two reasons, in my opinion,
is important s members of the Melbourne working class took part

P^ge'^. ' - ■
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doubt that so long .as the cominercial aspect is advocated by the
Newspaper Press to the utter exclusion of all moral or humane

considerations, the requisite data to guide us to. submission
or resistance will be found .in the. trade returns published; but
we would rather take higher ground, and advocate the establish
ment of;joint committees for the solution of all difficulties by
arbitration,, a method, both easy and practicable,.

We have felt cdlled upon to-state rather fully the course of
action taken by the. ABSociation-,- as great misunderstanding- is- ,
known to prevail not■only with, the Age proprietary but with the
unassisted-members bf the^ trade.

About- 8 weeks ago, a deputation from the Herald Chapel waited

upon the Board (of the Association) to obtain information to
counter- the Herald'proprletarybs proposition to reduce the rate
3d per thousand.
Association.-

The Herald Chapel were not members of the

The Association had neither the power nor the

inclination to interfere.

The Herald printers, acceded to the

reduction.

With the Age companionship the case was widely different.

A

meeting of the Age compositors unanimously, rej ected-the offer of
a cut.

A general meeting of the trade was convened to receive its

opinion on the cause adopted.

It was one of the largest ever

held in Melbourne and the attempt to reduce the rates of remuner
ation was declared unjustified and pledged.support to thei
compositors and those unemployed whose sense of .honour and absence
of cupidity would keep them from occupying the 'frames' of the
Age office.

It was clearly the duty of the Board to second the efforts of
the Age hands. The vilifying insinuations against the Association
which have appeared in the Age were neither creditable to the head
nor the heart of the writer*

The following is a sample :
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and also farmers, Mslbourns intellectuals and working c3,ass

representatives took part in it in a direct democratic fashion
- Dick CurlewiB),

Resolutions, Procesdings and Documents of the Victorian
Convention assembled in Melbourne, July 15 to August 6, 1857 price Sixpence,

Published for the Council of the Convention by J,J, Walsh, ,
239 Elisabeth Street, Melbourne, 1857,
The Council of the Convention have thought it well to publish

in the present shape, the Resolutions adopted by the Convention,

• together v/ith a few papers which were considered of sufficient
interest to be entered on the minutes of that Assembly : in order

that the members of the several Land and Reform Leagues throughout

the colony, associated with the Convention may have these
documents in a convenient form without the trouble of searching
for them through newspapers,.
Leaflet Issued before Gonventicn :

Legislators Ssvmre I
. ,

'■

■■■ ■..

r-

:

Pass Not

The Land Bill

now before the House, or be assured you

precipitate a rebellion more formidable than that_
of Eureka

Another Leaflet

s
Ministers
Beware

Should the Lahd and Mining Bills, now before the House, pass

the Legislature, the counting will be precipitated into a more
formidable rebellion than that of Eureka, since which 'untoward

event' the Diggers have become sensible that the tvisest course
to be pursued in the event of Troops being again sent to coerce

them into subjection to iniquitous and tyrannical laws, would be
to receive them, not as enemies .but as friends, and..bi'o.t.her.3
in the cause of freedom and Human Progress- being assured that a

soldier of this enlightened age is not a mere autoiaatom, tamely
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sxibmitting to the degrading punishment of the oat, as in bygone
times of tory rule, but a man of social and kindly feeling,

preferring a free and happy home in this heaven favored land to
a life of indolence and servility.

"Be vise today, 'tis madness to defer"

Itour Land Bill has placed Victoria in an anomalous .position,

arraying a liberal and noble-minded Governor, united to the masses
of the people (by vhom he is respected for his oyrn virtue as well
as on account of his being the representative of her most

gracious Majesty), antagonistic to a factional yet influential and
powerful because wealthy, portion of the community, the Squatters
and Tory aristocrats.
John.Harrison

CollingWOod, June 19, 1857.
Victorian Convention
Resolutions etc.

Calling of the: Convention.

The following was the first paper issued suggesting the calling
of the Convention. It met with a response of general approbation
from all the parties to whom it was addressed.
239 Elizabeth Street,

Melbourne, 20th June,1857
Dear Sir,

As the danger of the Public Lands being handed over, in

perpetuity, to the present occupants la imminent the Bill for
that purpose having passed its second reading,,-!am re.que3ted by
the Committee of the Victoria Land League respectfully to ask

your opinion and advice on the desirableness and, practicability
of holding on an early day, in Melbourne or. some cientral place,
a Congregational Assembly of Delegates chosen from, every;district
and town in the colony to deliberate and determine, acme plan of
united action by which this impending calamity may,be averted and
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iinnsediate steps taken to adjust, on a comprehensive, liberal
and equitable basis, the all^important question of the Land,
both as it regards the miner, the agriculturalist and the
squatter,

I beg to assure you that any suggestions you may kindly offer
will be duly appreciated and acknowledged by the ComTnitte^^ of
the League*. An

early answer will oblige.

I have the honor to be, dear sir, your most obedient servant.
J.J. Walsh, Hon.Sec.
to be continued..

Reprinted from "Australasian Footwear" 31st October., 1935:
SH0.R7ER WORKING WEEK

Revelations made by Mr.T Richards, Secretary Victorian Branch
of Australian Boot Trade Employees Federation
The Victorian Parliamentary Committee investigating the

question of a shorter v/orking week heard its last evidence at
Melbourne on 23rd October, when Mr. Thomas Richards, Secretary

of the Victorian branch of the Australian Boot Trade Employees'

Federation, submitted a comprehensive statement concerning the.

industry in Australia, and which aroused considerable interest.
The committee will prepare a report which will be submitted to
Parliament before the end of the present aession.

Holland,

M.L.A. ,was chairman.
Mr Richards said:-

"The boot and shoe industry.is one of our largest secondary
industries. There s.re over 15,000 employeevS in the industry In
the Commonwealth, of whom over 50 per cent, are employed in
Victoria.

The latest returns show that the production of boots,

shoes and slippers exceeded 19,000-,000 pairs in the Commonwealth,
These figures 'were obtained from Canberra; but they h^ave not yet
been published.

"Prior to the introduction of factory legislation in Victoria

extreme sweating conditions ware rampant in the industry. Outof-door workers were employed by a large number of employers.
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The home work with unlimited boy labour worked long hours to

eke out an existence on the low piece rates that they "wer© paid
for their labour. The Factories and Shops Act was responsible

for a big improvsnieat in working conditions - a steady improve
ment being shown up to the outbreak of the World War in 1914-«
The War was responsible for a great impetus to the boot trade;
from 1914 to 1922 there was & boom du© to the almost total

cessation of imports and the export trade in boots and shoes to
South Africa and New Zealand, also there was a big increase In

the local demand.

The increased purchasing power of our,own

people created a demand not only for more boots, but higher
grade boots. The boom in the Industry attracted increased

capital. Additional factories were built, la the year 1922 the
record number of 21,000 parsons ware employed producing

1Ai548,000 pairs of boots, shoes and slippers. Since 1922,
although the number of pairs produced has increased, there has
been a rapid decline in working conditions each succeeding year
being worse than the preceding one.
"The market is flooded with shoddy footwear - although low

in price it is true that the poorer the people the more they pay
per year for footwear. Men's, women's and children's boots and
shoes are manufactured with soles of bellies and shoulders- not

isolated cases but thousands of pairs of men's welted boots have
the soles cut out from bellies, or as oftern termed, offal of
leather.

"The employees are ep.eeded up to the limit of human endurance
and 80 per cent of the manufacturers have as their objective to produce and sell at a lower price than his competitor. On©
of the results of this competition is that 50 per cent of the
manufacturers who v;sr6 in business in 1922-23 hav© been forced
out of business in Melbourne in the last 10 years,

"The following table, taken from figures from the Commonwealth
Year Book shows to what extreme the employees are speeded up for
the purpSQ of reducing labour costs

April 1982

■Number of Pairs ■
Employees

19-^7
• 1933

■

-ua-

Average wage Average

Produced per annum

■

19,0u0 16,800,000
14.000 17,630,000

165-1 .1
128,11.6

Produetion

Average

labour cost

employee oer pair

849
1204

" 5/10d
2/-

The abc've tacls g-hows that 14.000 arriployees produced in 1933,
SiOyOOu more pairs than 19.000 employees produced in 1927 5.000 less employees and a.n inereage of output of 830,000 pairs.
"It Will, of course, be stated that iiiis remarkable output is
due to the fact that a lower grade of boot is manufactured,
Thxs is not the imain reason for the extra production - boot
trade is highly mechanised. With-machinery it takes almost the
same amount of time to dc low grade work as medium grade, but
Kiaking all allowance for the lower grade of boots that are

produced we emphatically stats that speeding up of the employees
is the mam reason,

ihe increase in production and th© reduction

of la Sour costs which have been reduced by 45 per cent in the
past 10 years - of this 45 per cent, 20 per cent is dus to

decreavsed wages, 20 per cent to speeding up and only 5 per cent
to improved machinery. That is to say, we were highly
mechanised 30 years ago. They have mad© only a slight iraprovement in those machines and in that period I quote in regard to
the extra output, only 5 per cent would be dua to machinery.
Mr PiendergaBt; nxactly what is indicated by "speeding-up?
- Sweating of the employees to get the last ounce out of them.
in hours.'" - No, in tims worked.

Hours have been reducedi

buv- I will snow how they have been producing considerably more
In the 44 hours than they ever dreamt of in the 48 houra, and

that- has been with the aid of machlnee that were in operation
when w© worked the iS hours.

It is extraordinary ?- It la astounding.
Continuing, Mr Richards said that the industry (due to
price cutting and not due to decreasing volume of output - the
figures for 1933-34 are the highest ever reached in the Common
wealth) is in a parlous condition, so much so that a Mr.K.J
Bennett, an Accountant of Sydney, assumed the role of an
Industrial Doctor.

His patient was the boot trade.

The
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Industrial Doctor thoroughly examined his patient whom he

discovered had increased production by 3,000,000 pairs during

the past four years, but his gross profits were ^4-57,000 less
than they were four years previously, also that ?1 manufacturers
had assigned their estates in Victoria and New South Wales

during the preceding six years

ending December, 1934.

In these

estates the unsecured creditors hadif375,517 invdved and it
would be interesting to know what is the amount that is tied up
that has no possible chance of being paid to the tanners and
others who have been so liberal with their credit.

The

doctor also found another complaint - it was that there were
70Q lees employees than there were prior to the increased

production of 3,000,000 pairs. Now that again cannot be put
down to the lower grade of boot than was made previously.
They cannot put it down to increase in machinery, because the
machines were there prior to this period. Is it any wonder
that the patient was ill, when he manufactured 3,000,ODD extra
pairs for no profit and the employees produced the extra

3,000,000 pairs for no extra wages ? The lower grade boot will
not explain the increase in production of 3,000,000 pairs
with 700 less employees as the lower grades were being made
prior to four years ago. . Whether the patient will survive
time alone can determine, but; one must certainly admit that

if he does not die at least he should be further examined by
a mental specialist.

"They are absolutely still cutting one another's throats
to the last degree, operating themselves out of business and
sweating employees to give these boots, which I will show

you presently. We have had 95 per cent of the trade in
Australia for the last 15 years} there is not more than 10
per cent of imported boots and shoes.
To be continued.*..

Lloyd Edmonds,

93 Robert Street,
ESSENDOK, VIC.3040.

